
Value Of Knowledge



... this doesn’t hold true 
in other parts of the world.

The whole planet came to a
standstill because of this thing.

Where I live the outbreak
was met with expected and
reasonable measures...



This is the story of one
of those souls...

Whenever authoritarian governments
surpress the distribution of information
there are some brave souls who speak 
up. 

I’m lucky enough to live in a part of
the world where information regarding
the pandemic is readily available.



30 Jan 2020

“I’ve seen a lot.
It’s my 6th day in Wuhan. 

My name has 
been flagged in China.”



“I’m scared. I have the virus in front of me. Behind me is China’s law enforcement.”



“Ten people who speak make
more noise than ten thousand

who are silent.”
Napoleon I.

7 days earlier



23/24 Jan 2020

“Hi there,
I am Chen Qi Shi. 

Now I am at Wuhan 
Train Station. 

My responsibility
as a journalist is reporting
from scenes of disaster.”





“The Chinese government
attaches great importance
because the purpose of the
government is to put the 
lives and health of the people 
at the top of all priorities.”

Pres. Xi Jinping



“My first two days in 
Wuhan I went to the Central 

Hospital . There is a pile 
of sick on the floor.

It has yet to be cleaned.”



“All of the hospitals I
went to told me

there weren’t enough
beds. No beds.“



“None of the doctors
will take interviews.

Because, I heard, they
received orders not to 

take interviews. In some
hospitals they confiscate

doctors’ phones. 
8 doctors have already

been arrested..”





“Yesterday I saw another 
dead body sitting. His
face was not covered!”



“I’m scared. I have 
the virus in front

of me. 

Behind me 
is China’s law
enforcement.
But if I am still 
alive in this city

I will continue my 
reporting.”

30 Jan 2020



On 6 February 2020 Chen disappeared.



On 7 February 2020 his family received news from
authorities that Chen was put into quarantine.



He has never been heard from again since then.
Stories like these highlight the importance of freedom of speech and opinion.

Pandemic or not.

Oscar K. 2020


